Easter
eggstravaganza
Like an Easter egg stuffed full
of treats, this pack contains lots
of fun things for the weekend:
An Easter hunt
Things to colour and draw
Make a card
Design an Easter egg
Play a card game

Get set
Grown-ups: Get ready for the Easter hunt.
Cut out the characters and hide them around
the house (make sure there’s no peeking
going on) and pick a prize for the end.

Top hiding
places

(from easy to hard)
• Tucked in a shoe
• Peeking out of a book
• Underneath a table
• Inside a cereal box
• In someone’s pocket
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Start hunting...

Once you find these
bright butterflies,
then it’s time to
claim your prize.

Find each of the animals below and tick
them off. For an extra challenge, time
yourself to see how quickly you can do it.
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This fluffy sheep
loves to go BAA.
To find it, look
both near and far.
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Hurry, hurry, there’s
no time to stop.
Find this bunny that
loves to hop hop hop.
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This chicken likes
to put on a show.
But now it’s hiding,
where did it go?
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Fluffy and yellow, there’s
no missing this chick.
But it might fly away, so
you’d better be quick.

It took me
HOP THIS

:

WAY

minutes

seconds

to complete the
Easter hunt (hooray).

Drawing and colouring? Hop to it

2. Add the head and
front paw.

3. Draw on the ears
and back leg.

4. Add the remaining
legs, a fluffy tail
and a carrot.

5. Bring it to life with a
face and inner ears. Then
put lines on the carrot
(to make it extra tasty).

Colour in this
picture and see
how many of
these you can find:
Bunnies
Butterflies
Frogs
Birds
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Bunnies 6 Butterflies 3 Frogs 3 Birds 7

1. Draw the outline of
the bunny’s body.

6. All that’s left is
to colour it in and
give it a name.

It’s your turn
Use the grid to help you
put the lines in the right place.

Get crafty
Print out this card and decorate with your favourite Easter designs. You could
draw characters, stick on things like pompoms or even try finger painting.
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Finally, sign
your masterpiece
so everyone knows
who made it
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Decorate the
centre of the card
(you could even
use the bunny you
practised before)

This card was designed by:

01
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Carefully cut
around the
dotted line

Don’t forget
to add a message
on the inside
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Fold the card in half

Eggcellent idea
Stripes, zigzags or twirly whirly swirls?
Use your brightest colouring pencils
to add a snazzy design to this egg.
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Cut out the shapes to add
extra decorations to your egg
(or anywhere else you fancy)

Love games?
Snap. Us too.
When you’re ready for a break from
racing around on your Easter hunt, use
these cards to play a game of snap.

How to play:
1. Deal all the cards
face down. No peeking
at the cards.
2. The youngest player
goes first and turns over
their top card, placing
it face up to start a new
pile in the centre.
3. The player to the left
goes next and turns over
their top card to add
to the pile.

4. When a card is placed
that matches the one
before, the first person
to shout out ‘snap’ and
put their hand on the
pile wins the cards.
5. If your cards run out,
you can still ‘snap’ to win
back more cards.
6. Keep playing until
someone wins all the cards.

Psst… you could also play
matching pairs with your cards.
Start by cutting
out all the cards

A handy holder...
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Carefully cut
around the line

Glue the flaps
and stick
to the back

Hop to it
Keep your cards here until
you’re ready to play.
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Fold in half

You can print all the
pages twice if you want
to make a bigger pack
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Fold down
the flaps

